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COMPUTER-INTEGRATE D
MANUFACTURING
Richard W . Judy *

The official communist party (CPSU) newspaper announced that the Pol-

itburo had "considered and basically approved a state-wide program t o

establish and develop the production and effective utilization of compute r

technology and automated systems up to the year 2000 ." ' Raising eco-

nomic productivity and efficiency by accelerating scientific and technica l

progress, particularly in machine building and electronics, was claimed

to be the overarching objective of this new program .

General Secretary M . S . Gorbachev, reporting to the Central Com-

mittee six months later, put the matter in the following words :

Machine building plays the dominant, key role in carrying out the sci-
entific and technological revolution . . . Microelectronics, computer tech -
nology, instrument making and the entire informatics industry arc the cat -
alyst of progress . They require accelerated development . '

The new informatics program, which has not been publicly dissemi-

nated, is said to call for acceleration of production, improved quality ,

and the introduction of new models of computer equipment . 3 Applicatio n

of informatics technology, especially computers and microprocessors, an d

automation are to lead to a "comprehensive intensification of the nationa l

*The views expressed in this chapter are those of the author alone, who expresses hi s
gratitude to the National Council for Soviet and East European Research for its financia l
sponsorship of the research upon which this work is based .
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economy ." The machine-building sector was one of five named as mai n

foci for the new technology . 4
The 12th Five Year Plan (FYP) targets for the machine-building secto r

are highly ambitious . In addition to approving output targets for the sec -
tor, the 27th CPSU Congress approved a "restructuring" of the sector' s

investment and structural policies . Investment in civilian machine build-
ing was slated to approximately double in comparison with the previou s
FYP . 5 Between 10 and 12 percent of the "active part" of capital stock i n
the machine-building sector was targeted for annual replacement . Th e

annual rate of replacement of the sector's capital stock was scheduled t o
grow from only 4 .5 percent in 1985 to 13 percent in 1990 and, in total ,

over half of the capital stock was to be replaced during the current FYP .

Output of machine building was supposed to increase nearly twice as fas t

as that for industry as a whole . Within that sector, the production o f

instruments, computer technology, electronics, and related machines wa s

scheduled to increase from 1 .3 to 1 .6 times faster than the sector as a
whole

.6

Quantitative indices were not the only ones scheduled to improve dur-

ing the 12th FYP . The time required to develop and introduce new tech-

nology was to be cut one-third or a quarter of its previous length . Al l
newly introduced technology was to raise productivity no less than b y

150 to 200 percent compared to items previously produced . Labor pro-

ductivity in machine building was to increase by 39 to 43 percent; tota l

unit costs were to decline by 9 to 11 percent .

How were all of these ambitious targets to be attained? According t o
academician K . Frolov, the decreed acceleration of the machine-buildin g
sector is possible only on the basis of widespread introduction of FMS ,

CAD, CAM, CNC, and robotics . ' In other words, the USSR is hopin g

to produce a technological revolution from above in the key machine -
building sector by force feeding it with the set of technologies that com-
prise what Westerners call computer-integrated manufacturing, or CIM .

What is Computer-Integrated Manufacturing?

By CIM, we mean a set of four computer-based technological innovation s
that involve the automation of physical labor and/or information pro-

cessing in manufacturing organizations . Over the last two decades, thes e
innovations have evolved and now hold the promise of revolutionizin g

manufacturing . In various degrees and differing combinations, they are

now being adopted in all the major industrialized nations of the world . "

The four components of CIM are shown in Figure 8 .1 .

Computer-integrated manufacturing is a whole that is greater than th e

sum of its parts . The history of recent years has been one of ever highe r
levels of integration of new but disparate manufacturing technologies un-

der computer control . The various technologies, that is, CAD, CAM ,

CAPP, and MRP, developed more or less independently and, when im-
plemented, have constituted "islands of automation ." The CIM factor y

of the future, examples of which already exist, will connect these fou r

technologies in two basic ways : (1) technically, they will be connecte d
by means of a distributed information processing network, which will lin k
and coordinate the computers that control the various subsystems, and (2 )
logically, they will be connected by organized information exchanges ,
concepts, algorithms, simulation models, and management subsystems ,

such as JIT order and inventory management, GT data organization, CPT /

SLAM, which are methods for bottleneck elimination, and "manufac-

turability, " which is a discipline that CIM forces on the designer by th e

CAD-designed object manufacturable by a CAM production process . '

Western Literature about Soviet CI M

Despite the potentially profound implications of CIM and the evident in -
tent of the Soviet leadership to pursue it, the topic has received surpris-

ingly little attention in Western literature . A welcome exception is a re-

cently published book on Soviet automation . 1 0
Soviet discussions of new manufacturing technology rarely take th e

integrated point of view of CIM . Instead, the component technologie s

(CAD, FMS, etc .) are usually addressed individually . This disintegrate d

approach in itself is significant, because it indicates continuation of a

piecemeal approach to the subject .
The purpose of this chapter is to examine recent Soviet plans, progress ,

and problems in CAD and CAM, two of the key technologies that to-

gether make up CIM .

Computer-Assisted Design in the USS R

CIM begins with CAD, so that makes it a logical place to begin thi s

survey . First, we look at Soviet motivations for introducing CAD and a
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sample of results . Next we attempt to piece together the CAD component s

of the unpublished 15-year informatics plan and to evaluate these in ligh t

of reports on the plan ' s implementation . This section concludes with som e

observations on the computing environment for CAD in the USSR .

Enthusiasm for CAD is keen . An important source of this attitude i s

in the deep dissatisfaction with the quality of Soviet design work that i s

felt at many levels in the politico-economic apparatus . It has been argue d
recently that design is the bottleneck preventing new technology fro m

being introduced by industry .

. . . the creation of new technology is retarded not by the absence o f
scientific ideas and engineering solutions, but by long design periods an d
sometimes unsatisfactory quality in design and technological developmen t

of innovations . 11

A recent article points up serious problems in the design of industria l

construction . Many projects are put into the plan before their designs ar e

finished and documented . That impedes organization of construction ac-

tivity, determination of input requirements, supply, and so on . The poo r

quality of designs, their rapid obsolescence, and the absence of workin g

documentation turns the project site into a dolgostroi [protracted con-
struction project], and produces overruns of materials, labor, and money .

A survey of construction project designs in a number of USSR min-

istries indicated that only about half of the designs were up-to-date . The

matter apparently is even worse, because many ministries define "up-to -

date" very liberally . According to data of Stroibank SSSR, about 25 per -

cent of all construction projects in the 12th FYP, which their ministrie s

claim to be of "modern" design, were, in fact, designed 10 to 20 year s

ago . For example, in 1985 the Ministry of Non-Ferrous Metallurgy ap-

proved some 69 projects that were designed in 1965-75, Minavtoprom -

20, an d Minstankprom-18.13
CAD is regarded by many Soviet observers as a key to improving th e

work of their design organizations . The specific advantages anticipate d

include :

Reducing time for design completion .

Improving quality of designs and documentation .

Lowering cost of design, manufacturing, and construction .

Permitting flexible manufacturing .
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Reducing routine work of engineers .
Encouraging engineers to be more creative .

To what extent have these sought-after benefits been achieved? Un-
fortunately, a satisfactory answer to that question cannot be given . No
systematic treatment of either the costs or benefits of CAD is to be foun d
in the Soviet literature, although ad hoc accounts are plentiful . The fol-
lowing examples are illustrative :

Miasnikov states that design times at the Leningrad Elektrosila wer e
cut by 12 percent, materials required by 6 percent, and reliability in -
creased by 25 percent . He also claims that the use of CAD in electrica l
machine design economized 1,000 tons of materials and 150 million kilo -
watt hours annually . "

Maksimenko asserts that the use of CAD resulted in 2 .6 million ruble s
of savings in the construction of facilities in Western Siberian oil fields .
Another 200,000 to 300,000 rubles were saved by CAD by Mingaspro m
in the design of gas refineries . 1 5

The use of CAD in production engineering is said by Mozhaeva to rais e
engineer's productivity by four to six times, to raise the quality of tech-

nological documentation, to diminish the time for the preparation of rout -
ings by 10 percent to 15 percent, and to produce an annual payoff in th e
range from 100,000 to 450,000 rubles . 1 6

The use of CAD for the logical design of printed circuit boards is sai d
to quadruple the productivity of designers . The design of modern inte-
grated circuits would be "unthinkable" without the use of CAD . "

Both before and after the advent of glasnost', the Soviets publishe d
their plans for CAD in bits and pieces with few of the details and expla-
nations needed to fully understand them . In an early step, the State Com-
mittee on Science and Technology launched a CAD program during th e
9th FYP (1971-75), with the intention of establishing 40 systems . Som e
47 CAD systems were to be deployed during the 10th FYP (1976-80) . 1 8
From the skimpy evidence available, it would seem that most of thes e
early CAD installations were intended for the design of military and qua-
similitary equipment, primarily aerospace systems .

After those slow beginnings, CAD was declared to be a high priorit y
for the 11th Five-Year Plan (1981-85), and the program of the State
Committee on Science and Technology called for the development of 2 3
CAD installations in various industrial organizations, 41 in constructio n
organizations, and 27 CAD research installations in various institutions

of higher education . 19 By 1985 only 24 CAD systems were working i n

the electrotechnical industry, whereas the instrument-building industry coul d

boast 40 . 20 Such modest numbers hardly evince a dynamic program .
Only in the 12th FYP does the Soviet CAD program begin to sho w

evidence that it has been accorded real priority . According to Politburo

member L . N . Zaikov, some 2,500 CAD installations with 10,000 work -

stations are to be introduced during 1986-90 . 21 This is supposed to permi t

from 25 to 40 percent of design work to become "automated ." " The fac t

that only 249 CAD systems were installed during 1986 indicates that, i f

the plan is to be fulfilled, most of the CAD systems will have to b e

installed during the end years of the current plan period . "

Soviet Hardware for CA D

The supporting hardware for early Soviet CAD applications consisted o f

general purpose mainframes such as the BESM-6 and, later, various model s

of the Riad family of IBM compatibles . The main memories of these

machines were small, and so were their disk storage capabilities . Thei r

computational speeds remained slow . Graphics capabilities were firs t

nonexistent and then poor . Time-sharing became available in the decad e

of the 1970s but remained very limited . Interactive graphics was non -

existent .
The appearance of the 16-bit SM-3 and SM-4 minicomputers in th e

late 1970s opened a second line of development for Soviet CAD . " B y

1980 two CAD workstations were being serially produced . These systems

were designated the ARM-R for radio-electronic designers and ARM- M

for designers in machine building . 25 Both were based on the SM-3 an d

SM-4 minicomputers and were configured with tape or small disk externa l
memory, a graphics input device, a graphics display, and a plotter .

Software for the ARM-R and ARM-M was extremely limited and con-

sisted only of an operating system, the usual language (e .g ., FORTRAN) .

and a graphics package . The ARM-M also had a routine that produce d

code for numerically controlled machine tools . Beyond this, the user wa s

expected to produce his or her own software or otherwise acquire it .

Due to their modest computational and graphics capabilities, small mai n

memory and auxiliary storage, frequent unavailability of appropriate pe-
ripheral devices, and paucity of CAD software, these early ARAM wer e

of limited usefulness for design work . Their applications essentially were
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restricted to tasks requiring relatively simple computations or data ma-
nipulation, especially when graphics results were to be produced . The
design of shop floors, printed circuit boards, block diagrams, and othe r
layout problems were within the power of the ARMs . Beyond that, the y
were useful for limited text processing, redrafting of drawings to reflec t
minor changes in specifications, and writing programs for numericall y
controlled machine tools .

In the early 1980s, Minpribor (see Note 21) began to produce "second -
generation" upgrades of the ARM workstations called ARM2 . Like thei r
predecessors, the ARM2 workstations were based on the SM-4 minicom-
puter . These systems were normally configured with two to four graphic s
displays and digitizers, sharing an SM-4 minicomputer with a magneti c
disk storage unit and plotter . Maximum internal storage was 256K bytes ,
and disk storage consisted of up to two ES-5061 drives with 29 megabyt e

capacity each . The main distinction between the "second-generation" ARM 2
and the "first-generation" ARMs lay in certain improvements in their pe-

ripheral equipment .
The ARM2 is known to be serially produced in two versions : the ARM2 -

01 for use in mechanical and electrical design problems, and the ARM2 -
05 for programming and testing microprograms for digital systems base d
on microprocessors . In 1985 the ARM2 was being manufactured in plant s
under four ministries . "Large quantities" are produced only at the Gome l
Factory of Radio and Technological Equipment, which also was the firs t
Soviet factory to produce the CAD workstations .

In 1983 Minpribor produced 14 CAD systems, presumably comprise d

of ARM-2 workstations . The number installed in 1984 was to have dou-
bled . The 11th FYP called for some 120 CAD systems to be introduce d
within the ministry . Beginning in 1984, Minpribor was to begin produc-
tion of the ARM-2 for users outside the ministry . Versions for both me-
chanical and electrical design were to become available . By 1986 som e
ARM-2 workstations were being introduced with the improved SM-142 0

in place of the venerable SM-4 . 2 6
CAD workstations based on various Soviet microcomputers have ap-

peared in very recent years . One, based on the Iskra-226, was intende d
for developing code for numerically controlled machine tools .27 Owing
to the tardy development of personal computers in the USSR, the de-

velopment of CAD applications for this class of machines was only i n

its early stages by 1986 .
The most recent and potentially most significant addition to Soviet CA D

hardware capabilities is the SM-1700, which is a 32-bit super minicom -

puler that may be comparable to the VAX .28 Shkabardnia, the ministe r
of Minpribor, stated that models of the SM-1700 had been developed an d
furnished with "a powerful operating system and highly developed soft -
ware for CAD in machine building ." 29 A new series of CAD workstations
called Aftograf has appeared, and it may be based on the SM-1700 . Th e
Aftograf series is said to be the basis for CAD in machine building durin g
the 12th FYP . Until more research is done, it will be difficult to evaluat e
the significance of this new generation of Soviet CAD hardware .

The last years of the 11th FYP saw completion of design work on a
number of peripheral devices sorely needed by Soviet CAD . These in-
cluded graphic displays, memory devices, digitalizers, plotters, and othe r
devices . More research is required to determine the contribution that thi s
new technology may make to Soviet CAD .

Soviet CAD Software

The development of Soviet CAD software work has proceeded along tw o
lines .

1. Most early Soviet software consisted essentially of individual sub -
programs that could be accessed by FORTRAN or ALGOL main pro -
grams . These packages, such as GRAFOR, GRAFOL, and ALGRAF ,
owed a heavy debt to Western predecessors produced by firms like Cal -
comp . Their contribution lay in their ability to perform graphic represen-
tation, compute strength of materials, and do limited modeling . They suf-
fered the serious disadvantage that they were not integrated and were. abl e
to share data only in cumbersome ways that were very memory intensive .

2. In the mid-1970s, specifications were drawn up for an integrated ,
interactive CAD software system . Formulation of these specifications wa s
"guided" by software produced by a number of Western developers, es-

pecially by Applicon and Siemens . Additional research is needed to de-
termine the degree of similarity of the resulting Soviet CAD to Wester n
models .

An example of Soviet integrated, interactive CAD software is a pack -
age called GRAFIKA-81, which was developed by the Institute of Con-
trol Problems in Moscow . This package reportedly had been well devel-

oped as of 1986 and was intended for design work in machine building .
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radio electronics, architecture, and construction . The system is said t o
consist of the following components and capabilities :

1. A CAD system generator capable of producing a CAD package fo r
a target computing system . The generator is said to link required appli-

cations software subsystems, graphics and other peripheral drives, an d
data base files . "International standards" are claimed to be observed .

2. A capability that permits nonprogrammer designers to describe th e
object to be designed in a language that is "close to natural ." The basi s
of this capability is a graphics language for modeling two- and three -
dimensional objects .

3. Programming tools, consisting of a selection of modules, said to b e
capable of solving many design problems including production docu-

mentation and codes for numerically programmed machine tools . Oper-
ation in both batch and interactive modes is claimed . The base language
is FORTRAN IV .

4. Portability to a variety of computer configurations from minis t o
large systems equipped with a wide selection of peripheral devices, in-
cluding intelligent terminals, graphics devices, production equipment suc h
as numerically controlled machine tools . The system is said to run on a
wide range of computers, including the Riad, M-6000, SM-2, SM-3, an d
SM-4, as well as foreign and domestic systems that are compatible wit h
them .

It is difficult, without more research, to judge the real, as distinct fro m
the claimed, capabilities of GRAFIKA-81 . How does it compare with the
Western CAD software? Is it "vaporware," or a piece of practical op-

erating software? Academician V . A . Trapeznikov, director of the Insti-
tute of Control Problems, recently indicated that more powerful graphic s
display units would be necessary before GRAFIKA-81 could be "seriall y

produced."30 Since Trapeznikov's institute is known for its Military In-
dustry Commission (VPK) work and connections, it may be that the re-

cently intercepted large order of highly sophisticated Tektronix graphic s
workstations were destined for use with GRAFIKA-81 .

Another recent addition to the battery of Soviet CAD software is th e
set of application programs known as ARM-PLAT . This system, whic h
operates on the ARM2-01, serves the needs of designers of printed circui t
boards . It is said to be superior to other Soviet packages of similar type .

Still another recent package is KAPRI, an integrated, interactive CAD /
CAM system for designing products and processes in a flexible manu -

facturing system or computer-integrated manufacturing environment . Thi s

sytem was designed by the Kurchatov Institute of Nuclear Energy an d

the Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics for the design and fabri-

cation of small-lot and experimental machine building . 1t operates in a
multilevel environment with an ES-1045 at the center, supporting fou r

ARM-M workstations .
The 12th FYP calls for serial production of hardware and software fo r

CAD workstations at three levels ; that of super computers and large main -

frames (e .g ., Elbrus-2, ES-1065), of minicomputers (e .g ., SM-1420, SM -

1700), and of personal computers (e .g ., ES-1840, Elektronika MS-1212) .

Multilevel CAD systems operating on local area networks are said to b e

in the offing .31 On the software side, Soviet CAD is said to be movin g

toward integration, better graphics, use of data base management sys-

tems, and artificial intelligence . 3 2

Soviet Applications of CAD: Example s

In the USSR, CAD has found its heaviest use in the computer industr y
both because of the complexity of the design problems and because th e

engineers are accustomed to computers and their use .

1n the early 1980s a three-level CAD system was being used by th e

Ministry of the Electronics Industry (Minelektronprom) for designing in-

tegrated circuits . " At the top level, the system's main computing powe r

is provided by a troika of linked BESM-6 mainframes . At the bottom are

interactive graphics workstations of the Elektronika 100-25 and M-600 0

types, of which 16 may operate simultaneously in a time-sharing mod e

with an average two-second delay for access to the mainframes . The sys-

tem accommodates a maximum of 48 workstations . FORTRAN is th e

system's basic language and a variety of specialized subsystems provid e
the capability for logical design, chip layout, testing, lead placement, an d

photocomposition . System output is the photographic template fo r chip

production .
Soviet CAD software for the IBM-compatible Riad computers include d

packages named RAPIRA and PRAM . These packages were not inte-

grated CAD systems, but, rather, collections of individual routines an d

subsystems that could be used by electronics designers . A minimum com-
puter configuration of 512K bytes of main memory and plotter was re-

quired by these packages . Their main usage was macro level of design .
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for example, main logic design, circuit board layout, and preparation o f
design documentation .

In 1983 G . Lopato, director of the Scientific Research Institute fo r
Computers (Nll EVM), reported that his institute had developed and in-
troduced a CAD system for computer design . 34 The system reportedly wa s
used in the design and manufacture of several models of the Riad-2 com-
puter and its peripherals, for example, the ES-1055 and ES-1060 . De-
velopment of this system apparently has continued within NII EVM an d
includes manufacture of more than ten types of specialized equipment fo r
the encoding and editing of graphics information and the fabrication o f
photographic templates, as well as drilling holes in printed circuit board s
and performing certain quality control operations . The system reportedly
has reduced development time by a factor of two to three times .

CAD in the USSR : Problems and Resistanc e

Soviet attempts to implement and use CAD have encountered an im-
pressive array of difficulties . Some of these have much in common wit h

difficulties met everywhere . Others are occasioned by one or another as-
pect of the Soviet politico-socioeconomic system and are basically uniqu e
to the USSR . What follows is a partial list of both types of difficulties .

Inadequate graphics displays . Without fast, interactive color graphics ,
CAD is more promise than reality . Soviet CAD workstations have tra-

ditionally been weak in this vital department . They have been slow an d
monochromatic, with poor resolution . Academician Andrei Ershov, a se-
nior Soviet computer specialist, stated that no other aspect of his recen t
three-week tour of American computer facilities, impressed him so muc h

as the graphics capability he saw on Apollo CAD workstations . 3 5

Inadequate memory and processing power . Modern CAD systems la y
heavy demands on both memory and processing power . Soviet CAD has
relied mainly on older, slower computer designs such as the BESM-6 ,
Riad-2, SM-4, and Iskra-226 . The technology and capabilities of thes e

machines date to the early 1970s or before . The RAM and disk storage

capabilities available to these machines are woefully short of those re-
quired to support sophisticated CAD and computer-aided engineering .

Other hardware deficiencies . Even when the technology is available ,

users complain of its unreliability, poor manufacturer support, and lac k

of spare parts .

Inadequate CAD software . CAD software has suffered the same defec t

of arrested development that has plagued other software in the Sovie t

Union . Designers with CAD workstations faced the choice of using gen-
erally available but poorly supported subroutines or of developing thei r

own software . Only a handful of organizations were engaged in CA D

software development, and few incentives encouraged them to polish an d

support packages for widespread use . By contrast, about 200 America n

companies were offering CAD/CAE software in 1986 for the Apollo sys-

tem . 3 6

Insufficient data bases . To be fruitful, CAD must assist the designe r

by rendering quick and easy access to large libraries of engineering an d

design information . Soviet CAD users frequently complain of the lack o f

this vital data .

Improper incentives . Conservative resistance is not uncommon amon g

designers everywhere . American engineers have expressed considerabl e

opposition to the introduction of interactive computer graphics and man-

ufacturing data bases . 37 Soviet CAD must contend not only with thi s

"normal" conservatism but also with systemic disincentives to use th e

technology . In construction design, for example, payment to the desig n

organization is a positive function of the cost of the project . CAD, to the.

extent that it fulfills its promise to optimize the use of materials, reduce s

the cost of the project and thus also the payment to the design organi-

zation, which, therefore, has little incentive to use it .

Lack of trained personnel. The Soviet educational establishment ha s

been slow to produce engineers with qualifications in CAD/CAE . Th e

reason for this is twofold : (1) few institutions have taken the initiative t o

put such CAD training into their curricula, and (2) the shortage of CA D

workstations has hindered even that initiative . Technicians to support CA D

workstations are also in short supply .

High cost of CAD workstations . An ARM2 workstation is said to cos t

some 600,000 rubles . 38 It is not known if this includes the 11 technical
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persons specified to support and maintain the system . Software costs als o
are very high ; CAD software for ship design is said to have required 60 0
man-years .

Computer-Assisted Manufacturing in the USSR

Production automation has been a Soviet holy grail for many years . Of-
ficial data on the production and installation of sophisticated manufac-
turing gear in recent years seem to tell an impressive story . Planned tar -
gets for the 12th FYP and beyond are even more ambitious . Quite another ,
less flattering story emerges from Soviet reports on how this equipmen t
actually works on the factory floor .

Production of NC machine tools began in the late 1960s and comprised
about 2 .5 percent of all machine tools built in the USSR during the 9th
and 10th FYP (1971-80) . Annual growth rates of NC machine tools dur-
ing the 11th FYP exceeded 20 percent and production reached 17,70 0

units in 1985 . In 1986 the value of NC machine tools comprised 45 per -
cent of the value of all machine tools produced in the Soviet Union . "
The 12th FYP calls for a 90-percent expansion in the production of N C
machine tools and, by 1990, the target is to produce 34,200 units . 40 Thes e
numbers compare with a total of 2,286 machine tools shipped in the Unite d
States durin g 1985.41

The impressive Soviet production and installation data for NC machin e
tools clash jarringly with the sketchy information on how these machine s
are being used . 1n small-run serial production shops, where the majorit y
of them are employed, it turns out that NC and CNC machine tools stan d
idle 90 percent of the time . This dismal performance is attributed by on e
author to "a traditional approach to the use of a radically new technol-
ogy ." More specifically, it arises from the poor reliability of the ma -
chines, shortages of spare parts, and an absence of organized maintenanc e
services for smaller enterprises, as well as a lack of personnel qualified
to install, program, operate, and maintain the equipment . 4 2

Soviet industrial robotics began in the 1960s with the rather primitiv e
UM-1, Universal 50, and UPK-1 devices . Pieces of a technological bas e
for robotics production were put into place during the 1971—80 period .
In the last five years of this period, over 100 models were built and abou t
1,000 industrial robots reportedly were deployed, mainly in the machine -
building industry .

According to official Soviet statistics, some 40,000 robots were pro -

duced during the 11th FYP (1981—85) ." Between 1980 and 1986, the

annual output of robots in the USSR increased on the order of ten time s

to 15,000 units . Despite rapid gains in the Soviet production of robots ,

the annual output plan was underfulfilled by 7 percent in 1986 ." The

12th FYP calls for the annual production of industrial robots to grow t o

28,600 by 1990 and for a total of about 100,000 robots to be installe d

by that year . In the city of Moscow, the plan calls for nine plant-leve l

CAD implementations, 12 at the shop level, 900 sections and lines usin g

over 10,600 industrial robots, manipulators, and transfer arms by 1990 . "

Some international data provide a rough standard for comparison . I n

1982 Japan claimed nearly 32,000 installed robots ; France, about 10,000 ;

and the United States, 6,300 . 46 The total number of robots shipped in th e

United States during 1985 (the last year for which data are available) wa s

5,796 . 4' It seems probable that the Soviets are currently producing ap-

proximately three times as many robots of all kinds and about ten time s

as many CNC machine tools as in the United States . Because of non -

congruence of definitions, however, these comparisons must be taken onl y

as approximate .
The Soviets, like the Japanese and French, produce a much larger pro -

portion of simple robots than the Americans . The vast majority, at leas t

95 percent, of USSR industrial robots produced in the 11th FYP wer e

unsophisticated, "first-generation " materials handling devices with "hard -

wired" controls . Most were of the so-called pick-and-place variety tha t

performed rather simple materials movements .48

The Soviet Union also has imported a significant number of robot s

from its CM EA trading partners ; East Germany was and is an extremel y

important source, and Bulgaria supplied over 1,000 robots to the USS R

during the 11th FYP . In 1985 Eastern Europe provided over one billio n

rubles worth of machine tools to the USSR .49 The applications of thes e

robots were in such basic industrial operations as loading and unloading ,

goods movement, and some painting and welding .

The Soviet Flexible Manufacturing Systems (EMS) terminology ma y

be explained as follows . The counterpart to FMS is GAP (gibko

e avtomatizirovannoe proizvodstvo, or flexible automated production) . This cat-

egory is subdivided into :

1 . GPM (gibkii proizvodstvennyi modul', or flexible production mod-

ule) . Normally, a module (cell) consists of one piece of equipment (e .g . .

a CNC machine tool or other metal fabrication device) operating unde r

program control .
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2. Several modules (GPMs) operating in concert under computer con-
trol comprise a GAL (gibkaia avtomatizirovannaia liniia—flexible au-
tomated line) or a GAU (gibkii avtomatizirovannyi uchastok—flexibl e
automated section) . A section (GAU) differs from a line (GAL) in tha t
the former permits changes in the sequence of technological operation s
being performed by the various pieces of equipment . In both, the module s
are served by a materials handling and transport system, as well as ware -
housing systems for materials and/or finished work . These two categorie s
appear to correspond to the American term "FMS cell . "

3. A collection of sections (GAU) or lines (GAL) may comprise a GAT s
(gibkii avtomatizirovannyi tsekh, or flexible automated shop) .

4. GAZ (gibkii avtomatizirovannyi zavod, or flexible automated fac-
tory) . This concept corresponds to the American CIM plant .

Work on FMS (GAP in Soviet parlance) in the USSR is said to hav e
been underway since the early 1970s . 50 Some 13 reportedly were installe d
in the period 1971–80 and 40 more during 1981–83 . By 1985 about 6 0
FMS were reported to be at work in the Soviet Union . 51 Soviet data clai m
that more than 200 FMS of all types were deployed in 1986 . 5 2

The 12th FYP calls for the widespread introduction of "second-gen-

eration" robots as well as continued use of earlier models, and their ap-
plication in more sophisticated manufacturing assembly operations . It also
calls for the production of 546 FMS by 1990 . 57 The number of flexibl e
production systems is to grow to about 2,000 by 1990 .54 Juxtaposing thes e
Soviet plans with market forecasts in the United States, we note that th e
Yankee Group of Boston estimates that the number of installed FMS i n
the United States will grow from 50 at the end of 1985 to approximatel y
280 in 1990 . 5 5

As is also true with CAD, the role of East Germany as an exporter o f
advanced manufacturing technology to the USSR cannot be overlooked .
The GDR has become one of the world's largest machine tool exporters ,
and the share of those exports going to the Soviet Union is estimated t o
exceed 75 percent . East German robotics and electronics are finding places
in top-priority Soviet CAM applications, where quality and precision re-
quirements are high . Soviet efforts to harness East European manufac-
turing technology have intensified in recent years . In June 1985 a genera l
CMEA agreement on multilateral cooperation in the design, production ,
and implementation of FMS in machine building was signed . 5 6

The technological level of Soviet CAM equipment historically has lagge d
significantly behind analogous equipment manufactured in the West and

Japan . The "brains" of Soviet CAM applications, to the extent that the y

were not "hard wired, " during the first half of the 1980s were seriall y

produced devices such as the Elektronika-60, NTs-31, NTs-80-31 , an d

SM-3 microcomputers, and the KR580 family of microprocessors, all o f

which embody technology of the early 1970s . The Elektronika systems

are rather slow 16-bit machines with small memory that are software
compatible with the SM-4 and, hence, with the PDP-11, which was firs t

shipped by Digital Equipment Corporation in 1970 . The KR580 is a So-

viet version of the 8-bit Intel 8080, MS UVT B7, and KTS-LIUS-2, whic h

are used in Soviet CAM installations .

Soviet Applications of CAM : Some Example s

It was noted earlier that the number of "flexible production systems" tha t

the Soviets claim to have in operation has grown from about 13 in 1980 ,

over 50 in 1985, to as many as 200 in 1986 . 57 The available evidenc e
suggests that most of these are working in the machine-building indus-

tries . There is strong reason to suspect that the bulk of Soviet CAM ap-
plications are in the military industrial complex (VPK) industries . "

What follows are a few details of several Soviet CAM complexes an d

implementations . The purpose is to illustrate the general picture by way

of a few specifics, not to exhaustively list the type and locations of thes e

implementations .
The Ivanovsk Machine Tool Combine imeni 50-letiia SSSR appears t o

be a flagship organization in the manufacture and installation of FMS .

More than any other, it is cited with pride by Soviet authors when dis-
cussing FMS . But the Ivanovsk factory is not the only place where CA M

systems are being developed . Other enterprises are also involved, for ex -

ample, the Moscow Krasnyi Proletarii and the Riazan machine tool fac-
tory are to produce lathe FMS modules, the Kosior factory in Khar'kho v

is to produce grinding modules, and the Gor'kii works are to make mill-
ing modules .

The ASK-20 is a flexible automated section (GAU), manufactured b y

the Ivanovsk machine-building combine that reportedly was brought on -

stream in 1982 . 59 It is controlled by an SM-2 minicomputer and consist s
of five numerically controlled machine tools and an automated material s

handling system . The frame size is 800 x 800 x 630 millimeters . Th e

cell is said to have freed 16 workers .
The ASVP-01 is a flexible automated line (GAL), manufactured by the
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same Ivanovsk machine-building organization, The line, which is use d
in rotary machining, consists of one MMRG-79 and two 18732 machin e
tools, one UM-160 industrial robot . The line turns objects weighing u p
to 150 kg . 1t reportedly has freed four workers and five machine tools .

The Dnepropetrovsk electric locomotive plant has a flexible automated
shop (GATs) consisting of 33 numerically controlled machine tools, on e
universal machine tool, on ORG-4 materials handling system with tw o
STAS-3 stockage points or warehouses, a robotized transport device, an d
so on . Its computerized control system is based on an M-6000 compute r
and embraces subsystems for production scheduling, materials and prod-
uct routing, and equipment control . It reportedly manages the manufac-
ture of about 400 items . It is said to have proven its worth particularl y

on short runs, that is, those of from one to 100 units, where labor pro-

ductivity reportedly rose 330 percent, machine tool utilization increase d
to 75 percent, plant output rose by 20 percent, while 83 men were re-
leased, the number of machine tools reduced by 53 units, and floor spac e
decreased by 630 square meters, or 40 percent .

A flexible automated shop (GATs) has been manufactured and installe d
at unknown places . The cells consist of 16K20 and 16B16 lathes oper-
ating under a 2C85-63 CNC controller . Up to six CNC controllers ar e
controlled by an Elektronika-60 node controller . Another Elektronika-60
controls a RSK50LT warehousing systems and self-propelled trolley wit h
on-board NTs-80 computer . An SM-4 "Dispatcher" controls the Elek-
tronika-60s .

The Gor'kii Automobile Factory has an FMS based on an SM-2 mini -
computer .

The Riazan Machine Tool Combine has FMS sections called ASV-3 0
and ASV-31 . They include eight CNC machine tools .

A computer-integrated manufacturing system (CIM) with the acronym
KAPRI has been developed by the Kurchatov 1nstitute of Nuclear Energy
and the Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics . 60 The system include s
subsystems for CAD, CAE, and CAM in small-run machine building .
KAPRI operates on a multitiered LAN incorporating a high performanc e
mainframe (about two MOPS, two to four Mbytes RAM, one to tw o
gigabytes external memory) at its apex, microcomputer workstations, an d
minicomputer controllers .

Most Soviet FMS are used in metal forming applications, with an un-
known proportion being supported by materials handling and warehousin g
capabilities . Outside machine building and the automotive industries, othe r
enterprises mentioned as leaders in the use of robots and FMS have been

the Smolensk Nlltekhnopribor and the Vladimir Electrical Motor works .
The literature as of the mid-1980s leaves the impression that such tech-

nological leaders were quite the exception rather than the rule .61

CAM in the USSR : Problems and Resistance

Western authors have given mixed signals concerning the technologica l

level and quality of Soviet CAM equipment . Writing in 1976, Berry an d

Cooper concluded that the technological level of Soviet NC machine tool s
lagged behind that of Western models but by less than in the 1960s . Thei r

final words were : "This case study indicates that in the conditions of th e

Soviet economy technological lags can be very quickly narrowed an d
overcome once their existence has been acknowledged and priority grante d

to their elimination . " 62

1n his 1979 article, Grant arrives at much less sanguine conclusion s
about the quality and technological level of Soviet machine tools . H e

found that : "In the most advanced areas of machine tool technology th e

USSR has made little progress and lags far behind the West . . . Ther e
is no evidence that the Soviets have developed or produced FMS sys-

tems . " He attributed the Soviet technological lag to three factors : (I) a n
emphasis on standardization and mass production rather than custom de -

sign and manufacture of machine tools ; (2) a poor industrial supply sys-

tem in which " . . . the supply of components and parts to manufacturer s
of NC machine tools is frequently chaotic" ; and (3) inappropriate succes s
criteria for machine tool producers that discourage efforts to improve qualit y

and to innovate technologically.63
Hill and McKay, writing in 1985, arrive at conclusions closer, althoug h

less pessimistic, to those of Grant . They note that empirical studies " . . .
revealed certain shortcomings in the design and manufacture of those ma -
chines which subsequently affected their working speeds, continued ac -

curacy, reliability, and down-times ; even though the initial tolerances a s
specified in the state standards, and achieved in the alignment tests, wer e

reasonably satisfactory . 64
Dolan, in his 1985 summary of Soviet robotics, found a technologica l

and quality lag behind American and Japanese equipment, but places greate r
stress on organizational problems and perverse incentives as factors re-
tarding the diffusion of this technology in the USSR .

Recent Soviet literature clearly indicates that the quality and techno-
logical level of CAM equipment have caught the attention of engineers,
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planners, and political leaders . It is now fully recognized, for example ,
that a sine qua non for CAM is high reliability of all components of th e
systems since a highly integrated system is only as strong as its weakes t
link . This poses severe problems for Soviet industry where the mean time
between failure (MTBF) of many numerically controlled machine tools i s
35 hours or less, intolerably low for FMS equipment . Targets for the 12th
FYP call for a new generation of computer-controlled machine tools to
be manufactured by Minpribor, with MTBF of about 5,000 hours . By
1995 plans call for MTBFs to be in the 8,000- to 10,000-hour range eve n
in conditions of multishift operation . Given the Soviet track record i n
quality control and equipment reliability, a certain skepticism about thes e
targets is difficult to suppress .

A second requirement for broad-scale CAM is the convenient avail -
ability of a wide variety of instruments and devices for measurement ,
control, and so on . Since the technological base for providing these com-

ponents does not yet exist in the USSR, the 12th FYP was written to
contain ambitious targets for its creation . Plan fulfillment reports indicat e
that considerable difficulties have been encountered in meeting the planne d
goals .

If the Soviets are to achieve the CAM breakthrough that they seek ,
they must make major advances in their robotics technology . Until very
recently, many Soviet specialists considered industrial robotics to be ba-

sically materials handling devices, for example, inserting sheet metal i n
die-stamping presses and later extracting the shaped parts . Modern CAM ,
however, assigns many more functions to automated equipment, for ex -
ample, processing, welding, fastening, assembling, spraying, and othe r
basic manufacturing operations . For these functions, the Soviets are at -
tempting to create a new set of robots controlled by microprocessors an d
capable of a wide range of operations .

The introduction of "second-generation" robots has been retarded be -
cause of the insufficient number and variety of sensors and other com-
ponents required for their employment . A shortage of analog to digita l
converters has also been noted . Soviet observers have complained abou t
the lack of standardization in the design of robots and their attachments .
Robotics engineers work in a variety of enterprises subordinated to sev-
eral ministries, each producing its own series of robots . Some 128 dif-

ferent models of programmable materials handlers were manufactured i n
the CMEA countries during 1986 .

Soviet microprocessor and microcomputer technology needs to prog-

ress further so as to better serve the needs of CAM . The strides are needed

at least in the software field as in that of hardware . Data bases, com-

munications protocols, and languages for systems design need to be cre-

ated or improved .
Still another necessary condition for successful and widespread appli-

cation of CAM is a new and strong emphasis on CAD and on manufac-

turability in product design . Most products currently manufactured in th e

USSR were designed with no thought of their manufacture by robots an d

other devices of CAM systems . The implication is that a massive produc t

redesign effort faces Soviet engineers before CAM can be used effi-

ciently . The traditional modus operandi of USSR design organizations ha s

been to design products with scant concern about their manufacturability .

The human factor is a key ingredient of CAM . With its traditionall y

narrow focus, Soviet engineering training has not produced designers wit h

the broad spectrum of competencies required to implement CIM on a

grand scale . Many managers also lack the breadth of outlook necessar y

to perceive the possibilities of CIM . Belianin put it as follows :

The question of supplying skilled personnel to flexible automation is als o

extremely important . Many machine building enterprises suffer from wha t
might be called a "critical technological deficiency ." The existing situatio n
must be rectified, the more so since the role of technologists in creatin g
and introducing products that can compete on the market has dramaticall y

increased . As quickly as possible, we must train and retrain a large numbe r

of skilled personnel to design and operate FMS . For example, the tradi -
tional designer cannot cope with the demands of flexible automation ; a
designer-technologist is required who is also a production engineer . To

achieve effective exploitation of FMS, we need systems engineers, math -
ematicians, programmers, electronics specialists, debuggers, etc . I submi t
that vigorous action in this dimension is one of the most important item s
on the agenda for achieving more effective manufacturing . "

Also on the human level is the decreased job safety noted in som e

Soviet plants, where automated devices have not been surrounded by th e

proper protective equipment . Hazardous operation has been reported to

be characteristic of several first-generation Soviet robots .

As of early 1987, the Soviets had not solved the problem of providin g

maintenance and support service to enterprises with CNC machine tool s

and other advanced manufacturing technology . Those enterprises or com-

bines large enough to staff and train their own maintenance department s

were in a much more favorable position than smaller enterprises forced
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to depend on outside service organizations . Since a majority of machine -

building enterprises are of medium or small size, the unavailability o f
satisfactory service, so long as it persists, will be a serious drag on thei r
willingness to "gamble" on this new technology . Recent attempts to ra-
tionalize the informatics service sector have been weakened by strife amon g

the ministries and state committees concerned . 66

Not least important as a retardant to the introduction and effective us e
of all parts of CIM are managerial incentives and attitudes toward ne w

technology and innovation . An American magazine cited a Gosplan re -

port, which stated that half of the 5,000 robots produced from 1976 to
1980 remained for a protracted period in warehouses at the factories t o

which they had been delivered . 67 Plant managers were reluctant to inter-

rupt current production and install the new technology because of thei r

concern not to jeopardize fulfillment of their annual output plan .

The new manufacturing technologies, if their potentials are to be re-
alized, greatly elevate the requirement for integration and communicatio n
among engineering, production, and managerial divisions within manu-

facturing organizations . This heightened degree of coordination is not easy

to achieve and attain, and for the Soviets with their proclivity towar d
departmental parochialism, it may be especially difficult .

CAM can be tremendously disruptive to organizations . Factory floors
are totally redesigned and in a state of turmoil until the new system i s

installed . Workers may become redundant or require fundamental retrain-
ing . Their responsibilities are likely to be completely redefined . Man-
agers, especially at middle levels, also may become redundant and/o r

find that their roles have been drastically changed . A period of chaos i s

not unusual as the new system is brought on line and its bugs are elim-
inated . The payoffs may indeed be great, but the path toward them i s

anything but easy .

Payoffs of Soviet CAM : Anticipated and Actua l

Soviet claims for FMS in machine building are stout . Makarov68 state s
that, in comparison to traditional manufacturing equipment, FMS result s

in the following reductions :

Quantity of equipment by 50 to 75 percent .
Personnel numbers up to 80 percent .
Unit labor costs by approximately 25 percent .

Production costs by about 55 percent .
Overhead and auxiliary expenses by about 87 percent .
The production cycle, that is, time from order to output of finishe d

goods, by five to six times .

As noted above, utilization of numerically controlled machine tools i n
the USSR traditionally has been low due to their poor reliability Lookin g
to the future, the Soviets hope that FMS will improve equipment utili-

zation, but his may prove to be a chimera . Unless the reliability of th e

individual machines is greatly improved, linking them together can b e
devastating for total system performance since a single malfunctionin g
machine can cause the entire system to malperform or even halt .

The Soviets hope to realize substantial finished goods inventory saving s

from their FMS . Whereas many runs of small scale, serially produce d

machines result in production of six months demand, they look to reduc e
this to only two weeks demand as they move to their own version of JI T

(Just In Time) inventory management . They hope to reduce average fin-

ished goods inventories to a quarter or tenth of traditional levels . But unti l
and unless the entire Soviet system of industrial supply is massively im-

proved, it is difficult to imagine that bufferless JIT inventory managemen t

could possibly work .

Where Will Soviet CAM Be Employed ?

In mass production industries, such as automobile, agricultural machin-
ery, ball bearing, timepiece, and electronic component production, som e
degree of automation is said to affect 60 to 85 percent of output . But

mass production now accounts for only about a quarter of all Soviet ma -

chine building. The remaining three-quarters are job shop, individual, o r

small-scale serial production . This type of production is typical of shi p

building, machine-tool building, construction equipment, chemical equip-
ment building, and various other types of machine building . Here the run s
are short and the degree of automation traditionally has been low, and i t
is precisely here that the Soviets hope to realize great gains from CAM .

Prospects for Soviet CAD and CA M

In attempting a top-down technological revolution in factory automation ,

Soviet leaders and their machine-building industry have undertaken a
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daunting task . Their goal is to pull the industry up by its bootstraps ove r

the course of the next six or seven years and, by the early 1990s, to mak e
it a real competitor on the world scene . CIM based on microprocesso r
technology is one of the chief means that they have chosen to reach thi s

goal . One cannot help but be impressed by both their ambition and th e

difficulty of the challenge that they have undertaken . Two facets of tha t
challenge merit final comment .

A dramatic improvement in the quality and technological level of CA D

and CAM hardware and software is a necessary condition for the real-
ization of Soviet plans . That fact is clearly understood by the curren t
leadership . The 12th FYP calls for 80 to 95 percent of the "basic types

of production" to meet world quality levels, and for "practically all" newl y

introduced products to do so . New state acceptance standards (gospri-

emka) were established in 1987 for many products marketed by machine-

building enterprises . Many of the latter were hard pressed to meet 198 7
marketing plans, because a high proportion of their output failed to mee t

the new standards . Only time will tell whether these will be consistentl y
enforced and finally will induce greater concern for quality among Sovie t

industrial enterprises .
Higher levels of quality and technology are a necessary but not suffi-

cient condition to accomplish the top-down technological revolution tha t
the Kremlin seeks in machine building . For this to happen, a basic re -
structuring of Soviet industrial organization must occur . The restructurin g
must greatly enhance managerial incentives to install and effectively us e

new technology . It must also promote the development of a professiona l

service infrastructure to support such installation and use . Professiona l
services for software development, engineering design, system integra-
tion, and maintenance are sadly lacking in the USSR, especially for th e

job-shop and small-scale serial production enterprises that bulk so im-
portantly in the Soviet machine tool industry . Sporadic attempts to pro -
vide such services via centralized organizations have failed to solve th e

problem . A decentralized approach is almost certainly necessary . Whether
a professional services infrastructure will emerge from Gorbachev's per-

estroika remains to be seen .
It seems likely that Soviet political leaders regard CIM as a kind o f

technological fix that can win them relatively quick gains . It also seems
likely that they underestimate the preconditions for and difficulties of suc-

cessfully implementing CIM . If so, they are certain to be disappointed .

Nevertheless, it is very important that the West should have an accurat e

and up-to-date picture of Soviet CAM . If, despite all the difficulties, the

USSR should succeed in some substantial measure, the economic an d
military implications could be profound .
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